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ON THE RIESZ-TRANSFORMS ALONG SURFACES IN R3

A. EL KOHEN

ABSTRACT.  For x = (xl,x2,x3) in R3, t = (ti,i2) in R2, \t\ = (t\ +t¡)1/2

and a > 0, we define

Raf(x) fR2f(*l-t1,X2-t2,X3-\tn±dt.

The transformation Ra can be thought of as a Riesz-transform along the sur-

face (íi,Í2, |í|a) in R3. Our purpose here is to show that, for all a > 0, the

operator Ra is bounded on Lp for 6/5 < p < 6.

Singular integrals along lower dimensional nonaffine varieties have been

studied by several authors. See for example [3, 5, 6]. In the proof of our

result, we use techniques similar to the ones used in [1, 2].

0. A simple calculation gives Raf~= maf where for « = (1*1,1*2,1*3) we have

2tt«,    f+oc a   «,    dr

\u \    JO \u I       '

with u' = (ui,u2)-

From the identity J'0 = —J\ and the well-known estimates on Bessel functions [4]

one deduces that g(t) = /0 °° J'o{r)e~trat dr/r is a bounded function, consequently

ma{u) is also a bounded function. Thus, for all a > 0, the operator Ra is bounded
T 2

THEOREM.   For all a > 0, the operator Ra is bounded on Lp for 6/5 < p < 6.

We let p, q be smooth functions on the real line, p + q = 1, p(t) = 1 for

-1/2 < í < 1/2 and p(t) = 0 for t < -1 or t > 1.
To prove our result, it is clear that all we need to show is that the convolution

oeprator corresponding to the multiplier

"+°° _ira  us   dr
r-too

ia(u) = /        J'o(r)e-
Jo r

is bounded on Lp for 6/5 < p < 6.

We let

r+°° drr+oo

x(t) /       j/0)J0(r)e-
./o

x,y —p, q, and shall estimate separately each of the multipliers

FXyit)-~<*    ' ..'-W"-^-"   *
r

na,xy(u) = Fxy ( j-j^ ) ,        x,y = p,q.
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1. It is easily seen that najPP verifies

|t*ad>a,pp(lt)| < Ca

for all triples a of nonnegative integers, from which one deduces that the corre-

sponding convolution operator is bounded on IP for all 1 < p < +00.

For F(t) a function of one variable t, we let

f+oc dt r+°° dt

K-(l) = jo      F(-t)t-*^,       *+M = /o      W-t7,f-

Let Ta be the convolutor corresponding to the multiplier F(«3/|«'|a). Then

Tafix) = ±- f   X K_(1)U1Vai(I + iH3)f(x)d1

I      r+00

+ -£]       K+(1)U-1Va-1(I-iH3)f(x)d1

where ÍÍ3 is the Hilbert transform in the variable 13, U^ (resp. V~,) the convolutor

corresponding to the multiplier ¡u^]1'1 (resp. |«'|~t")').

Consequently we need to estimate operators of the form

f+OO

Ta= K^U^d^.
J —00

2. After some simple estimates, for t ~ 0, Fpq(t) is equivalent to the sum of two

terms of the form
cp(í)+dp(í)|í|3/2aetí|tl"'/a

where c, d are constants.

The multiplier p(«3/|«'|a) satisfies the same estimates as natPP(u) in 1; hence

the corresponding convolutor is bounded on LP for 1 < p < +00. We then let

F{t) = p(í)|í|3/2ae±í't'       ; the corresponding functions K± are given by

,+°° •'-     ■   dtr+°° ,,
K±(i) = /       p(±t)t3/2ae±ü   XY

Jo t

The functions K± are easily seen to satisfy |7i±('y)| < (const)/(l + I7I)2.

3. For Fqp we have Fqp(t) ~ kq(t)\t\~l/a for t ~ 00 where k is a constant. If

we let F(t) = q(t)\t\~lla, it is easily seen that the corresponding functions K± are

bounded and rapidly decreasing at infinity.

4. From the estimates on Bessel functions [4] we have

/■+00 j

Fgg(t)~q(t)J        l(r)e±lre-irat~    for t ~ 00.

For 0 < a < 1, repeated integrations by parts show that Fqq is a rapidly decreasing

function. For a > 1, we let r = s|i|b with b = 1/(1 — a), then

6^J(±*-aasgnt)|t|6    «S
/•-r-00

FOT(i) ~ |i|-6/29W /        9(a|*|6)e
7o

/•+00

~ |í|-"/29(í) /       Q(s1/a\t\")e
Jo

s3/2

wl + l/2a

/«x l/a\ <¿„

\t\^q{t)f   V^NÍW
-/|t|/2 \Vi/'|t|/2 '    ^1 + 1/2°'
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From which one deduces that Fqq(t) ~ q(t)e~u/t2 for í ~ oo. The corresponding

functions K± are easily seen to satisfy |if±(7)| < (const)/(l + H)5/2-

Note. The error terms in Fpq — cp, Fqp and Fqq have their corresponding functions

K±(1) = o(\1\-*).
To finish the proof of our result, we use Lemmas 2, 4 of [1] to get

\\U,VaJp < Ca,p,d(l + |7|)3|1/p-1/2|Log3(l + H).

n iiConsequently,

/+oo |Ä"±(-7)I(1 + H)3|1/p-1/2|Log3(l + H) dT
-oo

Using the estimates on K± given above, we see that for p satisfying 2—3| 1/p—1/2| >

1, T'a is bounded on V for 6/5 < p < 6.
Note. As a "Limiting" case, we define

Sf{x) = /    /(ii -íi,i2 -Í2,i2 — Log|t|)T-p
Jr* \W

We then have 5/  = sf where

47T«! ,';._• -a        r((i - ¿«3)/2)

, dt.

s =   ,  ., \u
\u>\ i" i        2¿u3(i + u2)r^_1 + í-U3)/2)'

It is easily seen that s is a bounded function; hence 5 is a bounded operator on L2.

We conjecture that S is bounded on IP iff p = 2.
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